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DIVIS ION OF RESl~£.RCH GRANTS 
:: , FY· 1975 .G:~.!!!! · 
Editing 
American Council of Learned Societies, New York, New York, 
Frederick Burkhardt, Interdisciplinary, RE-23166-75-513 
American University, Washington, D.C., 
Charles McLaughlin, History, RE-10712-74-137 
Individual, Westport, Connecticut, 
·Dr. Madeleine F. Beaufort, History, ~RI-21957-75-128 
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, 
Michael Ying-Mao Kau, Interdisciplinary, RE-22724-75-568 
Individual, Bennington, Vermont, 
Frederick H. Burkhardt, Interdis~iplinary, RE-22122-75-43 
University of California, Los Angeles, California, 
Professor Fredi Chiappelli, History, RE-21487-75-164 
The CQllege of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, 
Herbert A. Johnson, History, RE-10195-74-397 
The Trustees of Columbia University, New York, New York, 
Robert B·. Morris, History, RE-22395-75-652 • .. 
Graduate School University Center of CUNY and the Research 
Foundation of CUNY, New York, New York, 
E. James Ferguson, History, RE-21639-75-393 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
--CharJ,_es M. Wiltse, History, RE-22665-75-520 
Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 











--- -,.,,- L. 
Total 
$ -- ·$28 ,262 
22,000 '• 22 ,000 
17,635 
147,591 
. 3 '900 
/ 
24,949 





-.· Ed~ ting (con' t.) 
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago, IllinoiE, 
Mary Lynn Mccree, History, RE-21444-75-146 
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
Edward C. Carter, II, Arts, RE-8912-73-407 
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
Edward C. Carter, II, Arts, RE-22662-75-624 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 
Louis R. Harlan, History, RE-22547-75-573 
__ University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 
William S. Newman, Interdisciplinary, RE-22672-75-575 
Individual, Washington, D.C., 
Mary Pitlick, History, RE-23492~75-469 
Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
Edward T. James, History, RE-20480-75~243 
Rice-University, Houston, Texas, 
Wilfred S. Dowden, Literature, RE-22678-75-667 
St. Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure, New York, 
Ladislao Gedeon Gal, Philosophy, RE-21640-75-192 'f. 
St. Thomas Acquinas Foundation, New York, New York, 
James P. Reilly, Philosophy, RE-10876-75-193 
Schlesinger Library (Rade liffe College, Harvard) Cambri.dger 
Massachusetts 
Patri__cia M. King, Interdisciplinary, RE-22747-75-535 
·Sleepy Hollow Restorations, Tarrytown,. New York, 



































Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, 
Dr. Jo Ann Boydston, Philosophy, RE-10029-74-196 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
Donald Jackson, History, RE-23229-75-511 
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, 
Clement E. Vose, Law, RE-22947-75-519. 
University of Wisconsin, Lacrosse, Wisconsin, 
Dr.· George E. Carter, History, RE-22867-75-507 
~ale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
John w. Blassingame, History, RE-22723-75-602 
{ale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
Fred~rick A. Pottle, Interdisciplinary, RE-21547-75-417 
~ale University, New Haven, Connecticut,
1 
Franz Rosenthal, History, RE-21360-75-198 
{ale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 
Richard S. Sylvester, Literature, RE-22830-75-604 
Total 






Outright ~ Total 





110,408 110 ,408 
6,225 6,225 
79,000 79,000 
$1,388,485 $140,446 $1,528', 931 
.. 
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